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Abstract.  

In social media platforms, crowd-users extensively interact and contribute information 
related to software applications. Usually, crowd-users discuss software features or hot issues 
and record their opinions about the software applications under discussion either in textual 
form or via end-user votes. Such requirements-related information is considered a pivotal 
alternative source for requirements engineers to the already existing in-house stakeholders in 
order to illustrate decision-making. Also, requirements decision-making for Crowd 
requirements engineering is a difficult task, as it is always based on incomplete knowledge and 
requires trade-offs from multi-perspectives. However, existing requirements models and 
associated tools are still lacking, which enable requirements engineers to make informed 
decision-making and capture conflicting requirements knowledge. This paper elaborates the 
interaction among the crowd-users about the Google Map mobile application in the Reddit 
forum to recover conflicting requirements-related information using the goal modeling 
approach. For this purpose, we extracted critical arguments from a crowd-users conversation 
in user forums regarding a given design; built a graphical argumentation model based on the 
extracted information; aligned types of arguments with goal-oriented modeling constructs in 
the non-functional requirements framework; conducted exiting goal-model analysis to the 
requirements model to reach consensus based on argumentation and reasoning, such as 
supporting, attacking, undefined, and conflicting. The proposal is described with illustrative 
example models and the associated evaluation processes of design decision-making situation 
for Google Map interface design.   
Keywords: CrowdRE, Argumentation, Goal Modeling, Requirements, user forum.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the persistent use of online user forums, app stores, and other prominent social 

media platforms, i-e Twitter, Facebook, etc., it becomes pivotal to listen to the end-users and 
understand their requirements, needs, and suggestions for software design and evaluation [1, 
2]. Recently, research studies have shown that such a large amount of freely available crowd-
users data contributes too many different aspects of crowd requirements engineering and 
helps in requirements decision-making [3]. In recent studies, researchers have shown greater 
interest in computational argumentation [4,5] in requirement engineering to identify 
conflicting crowd requirements information [6,7] and help illustrating decision-making [8].  

Kanchev et al. [9] proposed the Canary framework, which captures and identifies 
large copra of requirement-related knowledge from the end-user forum, then using a high-
level query language, pivotal and useful requirements-related information is captured for 
requirements analysts and engineers to make future requirements-related decisions. Further, 
Kanchev and Chopra [9] found that user forums contain rich information about software 
requirements having supporting and rebuttal arguments. At the same time, Kurtanovic and 
Maalej [10, 11] applied supervised machine learning techniques on amazon store to MINE 
rationale concepts from end-user reviews. Reviews are classified into different rationale 
categories: issues, alternatives, criteria, decision, and justification, and also found that how 
users argue and support their decision regarding up-gradation and application switching.  

Furthermore, a typical scenario in user forums is that an end-user starts a 
conversation topic by sharing their experience of using a software application in the form of 
a comment, upon which other users comment either in favor or against that initial comment. 
Other users might give suggestions for a new feature or provide an alternative solution in 
response to that comment. Also, end users can express like and dislike emotions on other 
user’s comments. From such discussions threads and their nested structure in a user forum, 
we can quickly identify key requirements and arguments on a given topic and organize them 
in a structured way using the existing goal-modeling approach. Such arguments from users 
can be a good source of information for requirement decision-making [12, 13]. It inspires us 
to perform an exploratory study on the crowd-users comments in the Reddit user forum to 
recover distant aspects of social media related to requirements engineering and how they can 
be restructured and modeled to leverage requirements analysts. Mainly, we are interested in 
different systematic approaches to model, structure, and analyze requirements knowledge 
recovered from the user forum in a more structured way.   

In this paper, we contributed in the following aspects: (1) we extracted key 
arguments from a crowd-users conversation in user forums regarding a given design 
decision topic; (2) built a graphical argumentation model based on the extracted 
information; (3) align types of arguments with goal-oriented modeling constructed in 
the non-functional requirements framework; (4) conducted exiting goal-model 
analysis to the requirements model to reach consensus based on argumentation 
reasoning.  

We answered the following research questions with the proposed research 
approach: (1) How the typical user forum dataset looks like? (2) How to model key 
requirements arguments identified from the raw user data and build an 
argumentation model? (3) How to apply existing goal-model semantic on the 
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argumentation model to recover conflicting requirements information? In other 
words, how user forums data can be appropriately used during requirements decision-
making if we treat them as an argumentation process.  

The main structure of research paper is: in literature review, which elaborates on the 

existing literature work;  for instance, it highlights the dataset taken for the proposed 

approach; in Argumentation for Requirements decision using goal model approach section, 

we  introduce our proposed approach to construct a goal model from the end-comments; in 

Argumentation integration with model evaluation section, we elaborate on the analysis 

process and reports the results; In the discussion section, we discuss the research findings, 

authenticity, applicability, and marketing the proposed approach; In the conclusion section, 

we conclude the paper and discusses future work.    

2. Literature review 
In this section, related work on requirement engineering (RE) with argumentation is 

elaborated in detail. The Dung’s abstract argumentation framework [14] and Toulmin 

arguments [15] are the two most frequently used frameworks in RE research problems, i-e, 

security requirements [16], risk assessment [17], privacy requirements [18], requirements 

decision-making [19], consistent goal-based requirements [20], useful information [21]  and 

legal requirements [22,23] to identify conflicting RE knowledge.  

Argumentation theory [24] was first introduced in security requirements by Haley et al. 

[25, 26]. They proposed that system security requirements can be satisfied using formal and 

informal arguments, called satisfaction arguments. Later, Franqueira et al. [27] extended 

Haley’s research work by proposing a risk assessment method (RISA) to identify refutations 

and justifications for the security requirements satisfaction and overcome incomplete and 

uncertain information. At the same time, Kovacs et al. [28] validated the RISA framework 

with a complex BitMessage chat application (case study) to analyze security requirements. 

During analysis, they identified new security requirements to improve the BitMessage client 

app.  

Jureta et al. proposed Acceptability evaluation framework (ACE) [29], which formally 

caters the discussions between stakeholders and engineers on the validity of RE artifacts in 

the form of a graph, for which an acceptability condition is defined, if it holds, that means 

that validity is achieved for the given artifact. Yehia et al. [30] proposed the CaRE 

framework, transforming informal, ambiguous, conflicting, and incomplete stakeholder 

requirements into complete, consistent requirements using abstract argumentation. Zee et al.  

[31, 32] developed a framework to trace the elements of Goal-oriented requirement language 

(GRL) to the evidence and arguments of system stakeholders. The framework is based on 

the ASPIC+ framework, extended with practical and evidence-based argumentation. Also, 

using a UML metamodel, they integrated the ASPIC+ argumentation model with GRL 

elements. Van et al. [33] extended the Zee work and developed the RationalGRL framework, 

which helps to map arguments diagrams to the goal models. For this, first, the arguments are 

identified as end-users goals, then these arguments are converted into the abstract 

framework (AF), having nodes and attacking arguments. Later, the AF is then translated into 
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anaimed model. Finally, Ghanavati et al. [34] evaluate and analyze the previously developed 

RationalGRL framework with an example. 

Bagheri et al. [35] proposed an argumentation-based approach to capture the 

inconsistencies in the requirement specification using abstract argumentation semantics. 

Also, the preference function is utilized to recover the most inconsistent requirement pairs. 

Elrakaiby et al. [36] proposed an argumentation-based framework to capture ambiguities 

arrived during requirements elicitation by interview. Murukannaiah et al. [37] proposed an 

Arg-ACH approach to resolve stakeholder’s goals conflicts by identifying and capturing 

inconsistencies between the goals and beliefs. Kurtanovic and Maalej [38, 39] applied 

supervised machine learning techniques on amazon store to mine rationale concepts from 

user reviews. Reviews are classified into different rationale categories: issues, alternatives, 

criteria, decision, and justification, and also found that how users argue and support their 

decision regarding up-gradation and application switching.  Recently, Khan et al.  [40,41,42] 

proposed the CrowdRE-Arg approach, which analyzes end-users conversations in the online 

user forum and identifies conflict-free requirements-related information using abstract 

argumentation semantics. The CrowdRE-Arg approach is supported by machine learning 

classifiers and other developed algorithms to automate the proposed framework. 

In summary, much research efforts have been made in adopting argumentation to 

address RE related decision-making processes in a situation when : (i) we need to deal with 

conflicting information, e.g., security requirements decisions are inherently inconsistent with 

conflicting viewpoints (attackers and defenders); (ii) it involves weighing, comparing, or 

evaluating arguments, e.g., goal-oriented analysis are precisely the process of weighing, 

comparing and evaluating the alternatives supported by different arguments from multiple 

stakeholders; (iii) when we need to make decisions, e.g., design decisions, compliance 

decisions, priorities of requirements decisions,  etc. 

3. EXAMPLE CASE 
The example we have selected for our case study is a discussion post on Reddit1 forum 

about Google Maps, encircled with red color, as shown in Figure. 1.  Reddit is a social web 
forum where registered users, referred to as Redditors, can express their agreement or 
disagreement with up-votes and down-votes. Every day, millions of people worldwide have 
different demographics and skills posts, likes, and comments. The Reddit community is 
broken down into smaller communities referred to as subreddits, where each subreddit 
represents a different general topic, e.g., “Games,” and is managed by the moderators. 
Redditors can subscribe to various subreddits so that their contents are displayed on the 
home page of Redditors. Redditors can submit a post in the form of a story, link, or video 
while selecting one of the subreddits they subscribed to the Reddit user forum. Posts with a 
high value of up-votes appear at the top in subreddits. Redditors earn “karma” for 
submitting either a post or make comments on any post.  

 
 

 

 
1https://www.reddit.com/ Access on 25-5-2021 

https://www.reddit.com/
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Figure 1. Example under consideration of Google map mobile app. 

Also, Reddit users may get “Reddit gold” if other users like or value his post or 
comment. Posts on the Reddit forum are displayed in hierarchical order. The most common 
features of the Google Map mobile application are, explore locations, street view, turn-by-
turn view, public transits, finding parking lots. In the example, different crowd-users 
(contributors) discuss the change made to the Google Map mobile application in its layout 
by replacing the driving and transit button with the commute button in the bottom tab of 
the application.  

In total, 53 Redditors joined the crowd-user discussion in the user forum. They 
contributed 72 posts in the end-user forum against the main discussion topic, encircled with 
the blue color, as shown in Figure 1. For the crowd-user discussion topic, we consider only 
54 end-user comments as relevant to the requirements engineering domain during the 
manual analysis using the content analysis approach [43], while the remaining 18 comments 
were either classified as irrelevant or deleted by the administrator or the crowd-users itself. 
Therefore, we need to ignore its corresponding replies to preserve the natural flow of user 
comments.   
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Figure 2. Typical comment structure on online user forum. 

Figure. 2 shows an end-user conversation except between different crowd-users that 
discusses a Google Map design issue. A crowd-user named “AnxiousSun” submits an 
attacking argument in response to the main discussion topic, encircled with red color. 
Similarly, Baspeysp registered a supporting claim in response to the “AnxiousSun” attacking 
claim, encircled with a yellow color, followed by other crowd-users arguments, classified as 
alternative options to the Google Map mobile application. We use it as a running example to 
illustrate the analysis process we propose.  

4. ARGUMENTATION FOR REQUIREMENTS DECISIONS USING GOAL 

MODELING APPROACH  

In this paper, we proposed an approach that extracts requirements-related arguments from 
user forum discussions and use them to support requirements decisions by using the 
semantics of existing goal-modeling tools. The proposed research approach includes the 
following steps: (1) We use a goal-oriented modeling technique to organize the discussion 
process between the crowd-users. (2) Next, we manually identify the key requirements 
decision arguments by using the content analysis approach [44], which is modeled as the root 
node of the goal model to identify whether it is conflict-free or not (3) Major requirements-
related arguments of crowd-users are categorized according to its nature: alternative 
operationalization, facts/belief/justification, emotional label, issue/challenge, each of them is 
elaborated in Table. 1 (4) According to the different nature of the arguments, we suggest 
different continuing argumentation processes as requirements elicitation or evaluation 
processes to follow. For example, the potential of argumentation as a tool for convincing and 
persuading others, understanding a topic collaboratively, and finding an agreed solution that 
can be adopted for the purpose of requirements. In particular, computational argumentation 
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theory [45] supports decision-making based on the rationale to reach a goal by resolving the 
conflicts, by identifying attacking and supporting arguments [45]. Furthermore, the crowd-
users comments in the user’s forums are lengthy as compared to the app store [46] and 
Twitter [46], which often contain rationale information that can be worthy for making 
requirements decisions based on argumentation [47]. We identified the original user 
discussion in the user forum and extracted information relevant to requirements. We parse 
them manually using the content analysis approach [48] and go through the steps mentioned 
above to explore the feasibility of the proposed method. 
Identifying the decision topic as a Root Node 

When there is a software design or requirements decision to make, one often initiates 
a new discussion topic in the forum discussion. In our case, it is “Adding a commute Tab in 
Google Map interface,” for which we would like to collect the arguments of crowd-users 
from the user forum, which are registered by them in response to the main discussion topic, 
as depicted in Figure 2.  The decision point is the root goal, as shown in Figure 3, for which 
end-users propose multiple design alternatives, issues, and supporting and attacking 
arguments to reach that root goal. The root node is encircled with red color in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Identifying Discussion Topic as the Root Goal constructed in Goal Mode 
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Type of Arguments as Goal  
We represented requirements in our model with the NFR framework2 graphical 

elements. Some examples from the proposed approach and icon used from the NFR goal 
model are shown in Table 1. While conducting a detailed analysis about the topic under 
discussion, we follow the flow of the crowd-users discussion in the user forum. In the 
Reddit forum, user comments are displayed in a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 2. 
Where each comment constitutes a relation toward another comment. Based on which we 
can derive a goal model shown in Figure 3. We can see that crowd-users’ discussion contains 
information relevant to requirements decisions and can be modeled as an argumentation 
structure. Identified requirements-related artifacts from the crowd-users conversation in the 
user forum are discussed below. 

In general, arguments are made of a claim and with its associated evidence. In social 
media forums, end users’ claims could be categorized into different types: a software feature, 
a crowd-user preference on the software interface design, or crowd-user feedback about 
their experience with the system, depending on the topic under discussion. Relation type is 
either attacking, supporting, issue, and suggestion or alternative. Relation type helps in 
requirements decision-making and identifying conflict-free requirements/features. 
Arguments that suggests alternatives or Features: Users could suggest multiple 

alternatives concerning the topic under discussion. Each of the proposed alternatives is 

considered an operationalization of a problem represented by a soft goal of the NFR 

framework, as depicted in Table 1. For example, a user desires that “a commute button should be 

changed automatically based on whether you selected public transport to travel or you are driving by yourself, 

like Google have their other app Google Assistant” is an alternative of “Adding a commute Tab in 

Google map interface”, which are both serving a higher level softgoal of “Better User 

Experience for Google Map”. While the symbol 
Suggests

>is used to represent the alternative 

or feature relationship between the requirements arguments, as shown in Table. 1.     

Arguments that providing facts or evidence: Crowd-users could provide evidence that is 

either supporting or attacking the goal or sub-goal. Such information is an essential reference 

for requirements-related decision-making. By identifying the key arguments from the crowd-

user conversations in the user forum, we can find users' concerns and preferences [49]. We 

represented such arguments in our model by using the modeling concept of "Claim" in the 

NFR framework and the "supporting" and "attacking" relation between arguments are 

represented by "Make" and "Break" contribution links that are used to either support or 

weaken a relationship between two arguments in the NFR framework. For example, a 

crowd-user attack on the former argument is depicted in "Row 2" of Table. 1, as "google can 

only afford two tabs also, google assistant is a different team app." This argument is further 

supported by other arguments developed during the ongoing crowd-user discussion in the 

user forum. To represent the attacking and supporting relationships in the NFR goal model 

constructed from the crowd-user comments in the user forum, we use 
Supports

>, and  

Attacks
> symbols.   

 
2http://istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php 
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Table 1. Types of arguments identified from user forum 
Argumentatio

n types 
Examples from Reddit forum 

Graphical 

Icon 
Associated Link 

Alternative as 

an NFR 

Operationalisat

ion 

‘Can’t they just rename the tab 

dynamically based on whether you 

selected drive or public transport in 

the “how you get to work?” 

question they asked you? This is 

how Google Assistant handles 

things.’ 

 

Suggests
>,  

goal refinements 

with contribution, 

or correlation 

links 

Fact, Belief, 

Justification as 

an NFR Claim 

“Google app can afford two tabs 

and google assistant is a different 

team product, it’s impossible for 

Google to have a good integration 

across all products.”  

Supports
>, 

Attacks
> 

goal refinements 

with contribution 

links 

Emotional 

Label as an 

NFR Label 

“Like it, Happy with 4 Tabs, 

Perfect solution.” 

 

, , 

,  

goal labels 

Issue, 

Challenge as 

an NFR 

Softgoal 

“Using both (drive and transit) but 

annoying, don’t want to fiddle with 

setting. I walk also, what happen to 

that? Why tabs in first place? It has 

a cycle option?”  

Questions
> 

goal refinements 

with contribution, 

or correlation 

links 

Arguments that expresses emotional attitude: End-users express their emotional attitude 

in social forums towards software functionalities/features under discussion. Their votes are 

either positive or negative. Votes against software features should be considered important 

indicators for whether end-users are satisfied with a given/intended functionality or whether 

they provide alternative solutions as suggestions to relieve their grudges. Examples of 

emotional attitude along with desired modeling symbol are shown in Row no. 3 of Table 1. 

Emotional attitudes are modeled as a label to a given NFR node; positive ones are labeled 

with “Satisfied” ( ), while negative ones are labeled with “Denied” ( ). When both 

positive and negative comments exist, we could evaluate them qualitatively as “weakly 

satisfied” ( ) or “weakly denied” ( ). These are built-in NFR semantics used to identify 

whether the root node (requirement) is conflict-free or not based on their supporting and 

attacking arguments or emotions.   

Arguments that imposing questions or challenges: While doing a detailed and 

comprehensive analysis of user comments in the user forum using the content analysis 

approach, it was observed that users may ask questions or pose challenges in response to 

certain software features or the root node. In response to their question, other crowd-users 
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may enquire clarification questions or challenge the validity of certain claims. Such 

arguments are either pending for decisions or lead to a new round of requirements 

elicitation. Such question helps requirement engineers in clarifying the requirements. A few 

examples are shown in Table 1, in which a crowd-user asks a question against the root goal 

“Why tabs in the first place?” and a question “It has a cycle option?”. Furthermore, in response to 

these questions, other crowd-users submit suggestions or alternatives, which are further 

discussed by other end-users in the user forum. For example, in Figure 6, following up the 

question being asked, requirement engineers can further refine the goal model and get useful 

information about the feature or issue, its alternatives, advantages, and limitations to refine 

the requirements and help software engineers to implement in smoothly.  
5. ARGUMENTATION INTEGRATED WITH MODEL EVALUATION  

In requirements engineering, especially in evaluating goal models, both qualitative and 

quantitative evaluation approaches are proposed, e.g., the label propagation algorithm in the 

NFR framework and the formal reasoning approaches goal models. To reach the final 

requirements decision, we need to handle various decision-making situations as depicted in 

the following meta-patterns.  

(a)Goal satisfaction as Winning Arguments 

When a goal receives supporting evidence, sentiments, or comments, it is a winning 

argument, as shown in Figure 4. Three end-users support the root goal by expressing their 

positive feelings, i-e, “like it,” “good, keep it simple,” and “I like it with one tab less.” 

Therefore, such evidence results in the satisfaction of the root goal, a winning argument. 

There are other cases in the user forum where the support of an argument is the 

justification/explanation for the claims rather than a simple expression of “like” or “dislike.” 

But even with “like” and “dislike,” we can already capture user preferences. By applying the 

existing NFR semantics, it is identified that the root node is identified as conflict-free and is 

therefore referred to as a winning argument or requirements. 

 

 
Figure 4. Goal satisfaction as winning arguments 

(b) Goal Denial by Counter Arguments 
When a goal or sub-goal is attacked by counteracting evidence, sentiments, or crowd-

user comments, it is a losing argument or requirement. In Figure 5, two examples of the root 
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node being attacked by sub-arguments in the ongoing crowd-users discussion in the user 

forum. In the first example, a user commented, “where there are driving directions, there is no need 

for commute if work at home” attacks the root node, which results in the denial of the root node 

by the definition of abstract argumentation and NFR goal model semantics. In the second 

example, the end-user claims that “Maps are too bloated, explore tab should be another app.”, which 

is supported by another claim, “Way too bloated, use to locate only, have a better app about location,” 

which again results in the denial of the root node by the definition of abstract argumentation 

and NFR goal model semantics. With the supports and attacks relations, we can adopt the 

formalisms from the abstract argumentation, where we identify the set of requirements that 

are conflict-free, complete, grounded, or stable.  

   
                        (a)                                       (b) 

Figure 5. Goal denial by counter arguments 
In this case, the arguments “where there are driving directions, there is no need for commute if 

work at home”, “Maps are too bloated, explore tab should be another app”, and “Way to bloated, use to 

locate only, have better app about location” are identified as conflict-free requirements or 

arguments.  There is also the extension mechanisms where rebut denotes a disagreement 

with the claim, whereas an undercut denotes adisagreement with the support, i.e., an 

explanation or justification. 

(c)Goal satisfaction as Winning Arguments 
In the end-user forum, there are cases where crowd-users raise certain questions or 

challenges in response to the main discussion topic, which needs further elaboration or 

clarification, against which other crowd-users register comments in the ongoing discussion. 

One such example is explained in Figure 6, where a crowd-User1 raised a question, “How 

practical for those who don’t drive or don’t take public transits?” against the main discussion topic 

“Adding a commute tab in the google map interface.” Against which another crowd-User2 registered 

a comment “commute setting will allow you to enable/disable different travel methods…” which 

supports the aforementioned argument. Next, in response to that comment, a Crowd-User3 

submits an argument, “I don’t want to do enable/disable all the time, I want to pick….”, which 

shows a possible new feature for the requirements engineer and an attacking argument at the 
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same time. Next, Crowd-User4 objects to the above comment that “Random direction for 

reaching any place are still available for searching”, a claim based on his experience using the 

Google map mobile app.  

 

Figure 6.  Goal refinement by arguments imposing questions and challenges (parital) 
Similarly, a Crowd-User5 supports the previous comment by expressing his positive 

emotion, while a Crowd-User7 attacks it by claiming that “there is nothing to do with the explore 

button on the tab, they only want to push me for that.” Finally, a Crowd-User6 submitted a comment 

in response that “although it’s annoying to use both, it works perfectly for me.” The symbol  

represents conflicting output for a certain requirements-related argument, while the symbol 

 represents undecided results for a crowd-user comment in the discussion topic on the 

user forum. It can be concluded from Figure 6 that the root node “Adding a commute tab in 

google map interface” is classified as a conflicting design requirement for the Google Map 

mobile application, which is due to the certain crowd-users arguments that are labeled as 

“undecided” during the evaluation of the root node using existing NFR goal model 

semantics. However, requirements engineers can model such dialogical argumentation and 

trace the arguments in requirements decision-making by weighing their corresponding 

supporting and attacking arguments, which leads to a final decision about the given design 

question. In this case, based on their supporting and attacking arguments, the main 

discussion topic is identified as conflicting and needs to be ignored.   

(d) Goal evaluation by clustering and aggregation of crowd opinions 
The overall NFR goal diagram of the ongoing discussion between the crowd-users in 

the user forum about the Google Map mobile application is depicted in Figure 7. In total, 
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63/72 crowd-comments were manually collected, among which 54 end-users comments 

were recognized as relevant, nine were irrelevant and ignored using the content analysis 

approach [9], while the remaining nine end-users comments were either deleted by the 

forum administrator due to the violation of term and conditions or deleted by the end-user 

because of that we need to delete their corresponding sub-arguments to preserve the original 

structure of the discussion topic in the forum.  Furthermore, 48 unique crowd-users took 

part in the discussion topic; one user commented five times, four users commented three 

times, and four users commented twice about the Google Maps mobile app. After the 

detailed review and analysis of the flow of discussion using the content analysis approach 

[41], 19 end-users claims were identified that are classified as either supporting or attacking, 

24 operationalization/suggestions/ features/alternatives were identified, and seven questions 

or challenges were raised out of which the end-users further discussed three questions while 

four questions were left unanswered. Six emotional attitudes are classified again into 

supporting or attacking opinions.  

Finally, we aggregate the annotated crowd-user comments from the online user 

discussion in the user forum to construct the argumentation-based goal model and reach a 

conclusion based on their supporting and attacking arguments by applying the existing 

semantics of the NFR goal model, as shown in Figure 7. the crowd-users register 16 sub-

arguments in response to the root node that is represented with the identified relationship 

(suggestion, supporting, attacking, or question), out of which ten user comments are 

concluded and referred as winning arguments with ( ) symbol, as shown in Fig. 8. The 

conclusion of the root node is derived by evaluating the aggregated evidence of their 

supporting and attacking arguments in the ongoing user discussion in the Reddit user forum. 

Using the existing semantics of the NFR goal model, the root node “Adding a commute tab in 

Google Map interface” is identified as conflicting, having the symbol  based on their 

supporting and attacking arguments. Therefore, it is concluded that current goal modeling 

approaches cannot identify the conflicting viewpoints in the user conversations over the 

social media platform. It is necessary to develop an argumentation-based goal modeling 

approach to identify conflict-free arguments using extended abstract argumentation 

semantics. Further, as shown in Figure. 7, three major crowd-users arguments deny the 

proposed change in the Google map interface. Also, certain crowd-users provide suggestions 

in response to the main discussion topic that is considered alternative solutions and leaves it 

pending further decision. Questions are being raised in the user conversations, which are yet 

to be answered. These are undecided routes in the goal model which need further elicitation; 

hence these are not considered in a decisive situation. Some end-users expressed their likes 

to the root node. 
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Figure 7. Requirements decision by aggregation of crowd opinions  
To conclude, in total, we identified eight attacking arguments that are registered against 

the main discussion topic in the goal model, getting four supporting arguments or 

sentiments from the crowd-users in the forum. In contrast, three crowd-users comments 

were undecided, and one route was neutral. This information provides important insights for 

requirements engineers in the forthcoming requirements decision-making. It explicitly shows 

crowd-user arguments, resolves the ambiguities, and identifies potential important 

requirements/features. However, we will require argumentation-based modeling tools to 

efficiently identify the conflicting arguments or requirements in the social media platform 

that would help requirements engineers decide emerging new features or exiting hot issues in 

the ongoing user conversations. 

6. DISCUSSION  

This paper reports the initial results of adopting arguments to crowd-generated 

requirements information from the end-user forum. The proposed approach is feasible for 

such application scenarios, where eliciting and modeled arguments align with goal-oriented 

requirements models, such as the NFR framework. Requirements-related decision-making is 

supported by the underlying formalisms offered by the computational argumentation 

framework, where arguments and counter-arguments are recognized and traded-off. 

However, we will require argumentation-based modeling tools to efficiently identify the 

conflicting arguments or requirements in the social media platform that would help 

requirements engineers decide emerging new features or exiting hot issues in the ongoing 

user conversations as current goal modeling tools lack in identifying conflict-free arguments 

using the existing semantics. In our proposed approach,   Where argumentation provides a 
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natural and important tool to formalize requirements engineering process and artifacts, 

especially for handling inconsistent and incomplete requirements information and capturing 

dialogical requirements elicitation. When such argumentative abilities are explicitly modeled, 

requirements decisions are made traceable, rationalized, and verifiable.  

Authenticity of the study: Crowd Requirements engineering (CrowdRE) is an emerging 

field used to elicit, validate, model, prioritize, and negotiate software requirements for 

market-driven software applications. The main source of collecting requirements-related 

information for market-driven applications is social media platforms. Whereas, in the online 

software applications distribution platforms such as google play store, Apple’s play store , 

Amazon software application store, or other mobile applications stores, end-users easily 

search, install, and give feedback’s or comments on software applications. According to a 

research study, nearly over 3 million software applications are available in the Google Play 

and App store, as of June 2020, with over 75 billion software application downloads per 

month. This software applications distribution is not limited to mobile applications anymore. 

Other software types such as desktop applications, software plugins, and other open-source 

software are now available via app stores. For example, the Eclipse Marketplace for the 

Eclipse Development Environment has approximately 25 million active Bundles, plugins, 

and different products available. Also, specialized crowd-users feedback platforms based on 

the principle of crowdsourcing, where crowd-users can suggest, comment, and vote on the 

possible idea proposed by the other crowd-users, are getting immense popularity; one such 

platform is UserVoice. Considering such a large amount of pivotal information for 

requirements engineers and software developers, we take a step to the model end-user 

conversation in the social media platform with the existing goal of modeling software to 

recover conflicting requirements-related information. The novelty of the proposed work is 

utilizing the existing NFR goal modeling tool and its semantics to recover conflicting 

requirements information, according to our knowledge, which has been demonstrated with 

the Google Maps mobile application case study.    

Applicability of the proposed Approach: The proposed approach is an experimental study 

on utilizing the existing NFR goal modeling tool and its semantics to identify conflicting 

requirements-related information. The proposed approach can be utilized as the first step in 

modeling crowd requirements to identify conflicting, incomplete, unclear, and ambiguous 

requirements information. Also, the proposed approach encourages to development of an 

automated requirements validation and modeling approach to efficiently model crowd 

requirements. For this purpose, we can adopt natural language processing, machine learning 

classifiers, and argumentation theory to automate the process. Additionally, the modified 

proposed approach can automatically identify conflict-free new features, design alternatives, 

issues, and their winning arguments by using abstract argumentation theory from the user 

conversation in the user forums underneath rationale. It will help requirements engineers 

decide conflict-free emergent requirements or hot issues faced by end-users underneath 

rationale. The process will reveal the end-users tactic knowledge and make the decision-

making process transparent by capturing the rationale and documenting the requirements. 
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Furthermore, we elaborated earlier that the proposed approach concluded that existing NFR 

goal modeling tools are limited in modeling and identifying conflict-free requirements-

related information in the social media platforms based on experimental study. Hence, we 

can grab this opportunity to develop and market the CrowdRE modeling tool to identify 

conflict-free emergent requirements or hot issues faced by end-users underneath rationale in 

the social media platforms.  

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper analyzed and evaluated the interaction between the crowd-users about the 

Google Map mobile application in the Reddit forum to recover conflicting requirements-

related information using the goal modeling approach. For this purpose, we first extracted 

critical arguments from a crowd-users conversation in user forums regarding a given design 

decision, a new feature proposed, or an issue identified. Secondly, we build a graphical 

argumentation model using the extracted arguments from the end-user discussion. Next, we 

aligned the extracted arguments with goal-oriented modeling constructs in the non-

functional requirements framework. Finally, we utilized the exiting goal-model analysis and 

semantics to the requirements argumentation model to reach a consensus-based on 

argumentation theory and reasoning. Additionally, we demonstrate the proposed approach 

with a crowd-users conversation on Google Map interface design from the Reddit user 

forum.  The current argumentation modeling case study is based on historical data, which is 

after the fact. In the future, if we can embed the argumentation analysis during an ongoing 

discussion and use it to direct the requirements process on the run, the interests of 

requirements decision-makers can be better served, as more valuable and timely 

recommendations can be provided. In the future, the scalability of the proposed method 

needs to be studied, and the prospective automated tool chain is to be implemented to 

address the needs of significant complex engineering problems. 
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